Abstract-The customer demands were divided into dominant and implicit requirements. Classified by professional ability and social background of customer groups, classified indexes of customer groups were established to accurately obtain implicit requirements. In general, natural language expression of customers was vague and not unified. Then triangular fuzzy sets were used to realize fuzzy semantic quantization of customers. Based on self-organizing feature mapping of SOM neural network, the classification model of customers was built. 104 purchase information of customers was collected. 70 purchase information was randomly selected as the training samples. The remaining 34 purchase information was as the testing samples. Then they were respectively inputted to the classification model of SOM neural network to verify its good applicability.
INTRODUCTION
Grader is mainly used to level off land, ditch, loosen and compact for highway, airport, and farmland, etc. Whether customer demands are accurately expressed, they are divided into dominant and implicit requirements [1] . If they can be consciously and clearly expressed by customer, they are called dominant requirements. They are the most direct expression of customer actual demands. The enterprises should focus on grasping and comprehending the dominant requirements. Although customers don't directly present and clearly describe implicit requirements, they not only connect with dominant requirements, but also are related with life background and characteristics of customers. In intelligent manufacturing, as important implicit requirement factors, the accuracy of customer group classification directly affects the acquisition of customer needs and the accuracy of the subsequent customization design. Customers are regarded as the driving force and final evaluators of the intelligent manufacturing. How to accurately obtain implicit requirements of customers has become one of the important issues for the intelligent manufacturing.
Dai Ruo-yi established the generalized requirements modeling method for mass customization [2] . It can effectively promote the coupling of product model and process model. But it doesn't refer to the digging of implicit requirements and the mapping process from requirement to resource. Reference [3] regarded the digging of implicit requirements as the digging of the perceptual cognition. The fuzzy cognitive map and immune genetic algorithm were used to identify, obtain and analyze for implicit requirements. Reference [4] proposed the acquiring information method based on ontology for ambiguity, professional limitation, natural language, etc. This paper is based on grader customer demands of some engineering machinery company as an example. First of all, classified indexes of customer groups are established. Secondly, triangular fuzzy sets are used to quantify the fuzzy semantic information of customer groups. Then, based on SOM neural network, the classification model of customer groups is established.
II. CLASSIFIED INDEXES OF CUSTOMER GROUPS
Customer group characteristics are viewed as an important means and implicit requirement factors that enterprises cognize customers. Professional abilities that the customer purchases products are classified to identify the confidence degree of requirements and whether the customer needs demand guide. By group classification with social background, customers can be divided into different grades and set different standards of product satisfaction. Then it will proceed customer identification and the mapping of product customization to improve the success rate of product customization.
Relevant indexes of customer's social background characteristics can be judged according to customer group's geographical, social and psychological information and the possible relationship between products. Relevant indicators of professional purchasing characteristics can be analyzed according to the similarity of professional knowledge, attitude, proficiency, customer learning ability and so on. Based on grader, relevant indexes of customer purchasing ability are working time, the number of purchase and the understanding degree for products. Relevant indexes of customer's social background characteristics are funds, residence and enterprise scale. Customer groups are classified as basic, expected and excited customer demands.
(1) Basic customer demands Customers put forward basic demands for enterprise's product (or service). For customers, these demands are properties or functions that products (or services) must possess. But when performance and services of some products exceed customer expectation, customers will not show more favorable impression.
(2) Expected customer demands It means that satisfaction degree of customers is in ratio with demand degree. When products (or services) that companies provide are beyond the customer expectation, satisfaction degree of customer is better and vice versa. In market research, the hottest topic is expected demands for customer.
(3) Excited customer demands
It refers to the specific demands that customers put forward. When these demands are met, the customer is showing very high satisfaction. It needs enterprises to provide some unexpected product attributes, or services that bring surprise for customers in order to improve customer loyalty. 
III. QUANTITATIVE PROCESSING OF FUZZY SEMANTIC
INFORMATION Because of the customer profession, habits and themselves' preference, different customers will choose different natural language to express their ideas in extraction of actual customer demands. These natural languages usually are fuzzy and not unity. Based on the related expert experience, fuzzy sets are used to effectively convert fuzzy language variables of different granularity into triangular fuzzy number with unified goal. Then binary defuzzification is used to realize quantitative processing of fuzzy semantic information.
Professor L.A.Zadeh defined fuzzy language variables as a five element group  
. where X is the fuzzy language variable name. U is universe. S (x) is the set of x that is called language variable granularity. G is the rules of grammar that make standards of x. M is the semantic rules to define algorithm of each language variable. Fuzzy is used to approximately convert the language into fuzzy membership degree. For
It will realize quantitative processing of fuzzy semantic information [6] . The membership function of triangular fuzzy number A is as following.
where l and u are the lower bound and upper bound value of fuzzy number A, respectively. m is the mid value, when the membership degree of A is 1. l≤m≤u.
When x = m, it means that x belongs to fuzzy number A. When , it means that x doesn't belong to fuzzy number A. The distribution function diagram is shown in figure I .
FIGURE I. THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF TRIANGULAR FUZZY NUMBER
Customer demands of triangular fuzzy need remove fuzziness for the subsequent custom mapping. Usually, the expectation method is used to remove fuzziness. The defuzzy value
 is as following.
According to equation (2) Classification of customer groups is mainly based on specified behavior and the division of clusters. The division of clusters can not only reflect the characteristic index of segment customers, but also get comprehensive view for customers. Clustering algorithm of data mining is often used to form clusters such as neural network. Neural network can implement learning and adaptivity of uncertain systems under unsupervised learning [7] . The Self-Organizing Mapping (SOM) neural network is the neural model of self-organizing function and unsupervised learning [8] . At present, it has been widely applied in identification of clustering system. SOM neural network is a kind of lateral inhibition phenomena to simulate biological nervous system [9] . When a nerve cell is exciting, it will inhibit other nerve cells around them and form competition between nerve cells. Then the winner will be exciting and the loser will be eliminated. The network structures are usually formed by input layer and mapping layer. Each neuron can realize two-way link between two layers. The characteristics of SOM neural network are suit for the studying of complex and changeable characters of customer groups. SOM neural network has the self-organizing mapping algorithm. It can automatically seek the similarity neurons constructed by input data, inhibit near neurons and keep similar neurons together so as to selectively respond to input data [10] . The learning steps are as following.
Step 1 Network initialization Initial weight is randomly set between input and mapping layer. The smaller connection weight is given from m input to output neurons. The j sets of neighboring neurons are selected
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from output neurons. Assembly area ) ( S t j is steadily reduced.
Step 2 Input vector   Input vector   1  2  3 , , , ,
 is assigned to the input layer.
Step 3 Calculate the distance of input vector and weight vector sum of the mapping layer
The distance is calculated between the jth neuron and the input vector in mapping layer. The distance is calculated between weight of each neuron and input vector in mapping layer. The Euclidean distance is used.
where W j is the initial weight between the input layer and jth mapping layer. According to equation (3), neuron with minimum distance is defined as the winning neuron j
Step 4 Modified weight The weight of the winning neuron and its adjacent neuron is modified. The equation is as following.
where  is constant, and tends to zero with increasing time.
Step 5 Calculate the output
is a function of (0, 1).
Step 6 Judge whether the training is over If it achieves the given minimum distance, the training is over. Otherwise, it will return to step 2 to circulate. 
V. EXAMPLES

A. Establish SOM Neural Network Classification Model
B. The Classification Model Test
VI. CONCLUSION
In the intelligent manufacturing, customer demands are divided into dominant and implicit requirements. The customer doesn't put forward implicit requirements, but they not only connect with dominant demands, but also are related with life background and characteristics of customers. When customer groups are accurately classified, implicit requirements of customer can be excavated to accurately capture customer demands.
(1) Establish the classified index of customer groups According to grader characteristics, related indicators are determined for professional purchase ability and social background of customer. Customer groups are classified as basic, expected and excited customer demands. 
